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The topology of two-dimensional materials traditionally
manifests itself through the quantization of the Hall con-
ductance, which is revealed in transport measurements [1–
3]. Recently, it was predicted that topology can also
give rise to a quantized spectroscopic response upon sub-
jecting a Chern insulator to a circular drive: Compar-
ing the frequency-integrated depletion rates associated
with drives of opposite orientations leads to a quantized
response dictated by the topological Chern number of
the populated Bloch band [4, 5]. Here we experimen-
tally demonstrate this intriguing topological effect for the
first time, using ultracold fermionic atoms in topologi-
cal Floquet bands. In addition, our depletion-rate mea-
surements also provide a first experimental estimation of
the Wannier-spread functional, a fundamental geometric
property of Bloch bands [6, 7]. Our results establish topo-
logical spectroscopic responses as a versatile probe, which
could be applied to access the geometry and topology of
many-body quantum systems, such as fractional Chern in-
sulators [8].
The discovery of topological states of matter has revolu-
tionized band theory [1–3] by revealing the importance of the
Bloch eigenstates and their geometric and topological prop-
erties, as captured by the Berry curvature [9] and topologi-
cal Chern numbers [1–3]. These geometric band properties
are associated with the adiabatic motion within a given Bloch
band [9], and lead to striking effects such as the anomalous
quantum Hall effect [10]. The topological invariant associated
with Bloch bands (e.g. the Chern number) cannot be identi-
fied through the simple observation of the bulk energy bands,
which can be accessed by spectroscopy. However, by evaluat-
ing not only the excitation frequencies, but also the excitation
strengths [11], geometrical and topological properties become
directly accessible via spectroscopy and lead to new topolog-
ical phenomena [4, 5, 7]. In particular, subjecting a Chern
insulator to a circular drive, and comparing the frequency-
integrated depletion rates Γint± =
∫ ∞
0 Γ±(ω)dω resulting from
drives of opposite orientation (or chirality, ±), yields a quan-
tized response [4]
∆Γint± /Acell = (Γ
int
+ −Γint− )/2Acell = (Esp/h¯)2C, (1)
which is dictated by the Chern number C of the populated
band. Here Acell is the area of the unit cell [12], Esp and
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FIG. 1. Quantized responses in topological matter. a, In the quan-
tum (anomalous) Hall effect, the Hall conductance relating the trans-
verse current density j⊥ to the applied electric field E follows a quan-
tization law dictated by the Chern number C of the populated Bloch
band [1, 9]. b, Our experiment reveals a distinct quantization law [4],
which involves the depletion rates Γ± of a Bloch band (inset) upon
circular shaking, where (±) refer to the drive orientation. The dif-
ferential integrated rate ∆Γint± also reveals the Chern number C, but is
quadratic with respect to the driving strength Esp, reflecting its dissi-
pative (interband) nature.
ω are the strength and frequency of the circular drive, and
h=2pi h¯ is Planck’s constant. This quantized circular dichro-
ism is rooted in the explicit probing of all possible interband
couplings [4, 13], which are at the origin of the Berry curva-
ture and topological Chern number [9].
The quantized circular dichroism predicted in Ref. [4] is
deeply connected to the better-known quantization of the Hall
conductance [1], σH =(e2/h)C, which is observed in trans-
port measurements (Fig. 1); e denotes the elementary charge.
Indeed, the Hall conductivity and the differential depletion
rate can be seen as reactive and dissipative responses to an
external forcing, respectively, which are connected via the
Kramers-Kronig relations [14]. Noting that these quantities
are related to the real and imaginary parts of the conductiv-
ity tensor, respectively, the quantized circular dichroism in
Eq. (1) can be understood as a simple sum rule for the con-
ductivity tensor [4, 13, 14]. A major difference between the
(reactive) quantum Hall effect and the quantized dissipative
response in Eq. (1) appears in the different scaling with re-
spect to the driving strength Esp: it is linear in the reactive case
while being quadratic in the dissipative case [14]. We note
that quantized responses of topological matter have also been
identified through other phenomena, such as in the quantiza-
tion of the Faraday rotation in topological insulators [15] and
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FIG. 2. Measurement scheme. a, Topological phase diagram of the
shaken honeycomb lattice, where different regions refer to the Chern
number C of the lowest Floquet band. The latter is adiabatically pre-
pared by ramping the Floquet shaking amplitude and frequency (red
arrows). After the spectroscopy pulse, applied at varying Floquet
frequencies (grey circle), the populations of the two Floquet bands
are measured by mapping back onto the bare bands (red arrows) and
subsequently performing band mapping. b, Timing sequence of the
measurement protocol illustrating the separation of time scales be-
tween the Floquet frequency and the spectroscopy frequency. c, Typ-
ical single shot image of the atomic density after band mapping onto
quasimomentum (qx and qy). The relative populations of the first and
second bands are obtained by summing up the signal in the first and
second Brillouin zone (hexagon and triangles, respectively). Due to
the ramping to the other side of the resonance, the lower Floquet
band is mapped onto the second Brillouin zone.
in the circular photogalvanic effect in Weyl semimetals [16].
While circular dichroism was previously studied in solid-state
systems via the irradiation of circularly-polarized light [17–
20], the quantization law predicted in Eq. (1) has never been
observed so far.
In order to probe the quantized circular dichroism in
Eq. (1), we consider the Haldane model on a honeycomb lat-
tice [21]. This two-band model, whose bands are topologi-
cally non-trivial (C 6= 0) for certain parameters, can be real-
ized in ultracold atoms through Floquet-engineering, namely,
by circular shaking of a honeycomb optical lattice [22–25].
The lattice geometry based on three interfering laser beams
[26, 27] is especially well suited, because it allows for fast
Floquet driving and therefore a clear separation of time scales.
We start with a sublattice energy offset ∆AB = h · 6.1kHz
[28], which is large compared to the tunneling element J =
h · 564Hz, and use near-resonant shaking with Floquet fre-
quency ωFl≈∆AB/h¯ to restore tunneling and create Floquet
bands with non-trivial Chern numbers (see Fig. 2a for a phase
diagram). We employ 40K atoms in a lattice of wavelength
λ = 1064nm, such that the typical length and energy scales
are given by the lattice spacing alat= 1√3
2
3λ =410nm and the
recoil energy Er=h ·4.41 kHz.
In our experiment, we probe the properties of a Floquet-
engineered system through a spectroscopic measurement,
which is based on applying a secondary (perturbative) drive
of frequency ωsp. Such an approach is valid whenever a
clear separation of time scales exists between the Floquet and
spectroscopic drives, ωFlωsp. In our setting, this separa-
tion is obtained through the choice of a large energy offset
∆AB≈ h¯ωFlJ, noting that the tunneling J∼ h¯ωsp sets the en-
ergy scale of the probed Floquet bands. We have validated this
approach through a numerical study of the interplay between
the two drives, in particular, the role of micromotion [12].
We find that the separation of time scales indeed suppresses
micro-motion effects and that, for our parameters, they can
lead to an error of the integrated depletion rates of about 10%.
While the spectroscopy drive commutes with the Floquet drive
in our experiment, our numerical analysis also indicates that
special care is required whenever this commutation relation is
not satisfied, which could be the case in other Floquet-based
settings. In particular, we find that additional effects, such
as a renormalization of the observed coupling strengths, can
appear in these situations [12].
Our measurements start with spin-polarized fermions fill-
ing up the lowest band of the bare lattice. We adiabatically
prepare the atoms in the lowest Floquet band by ramping the
Floquet amplitude and frequency (Fig. 2). We then resonantly
couple the two lowest Floquet bands via a spectroscopy pulse
realized by an additional lattice shaking, which is either cir-
cular (with chirality + or −) or for comparison linear (along
the x or y directions). The spectroscopy drive has varying
frequency ωsp and forcing amplitude Esp [12]. We moni-
tor the transfer between the Floquet bands by adiabatically
mapping the Floquet bands onto the bare bands, and subse-
quently onto the first and second Brillouin zones using adi-
abatic band mapping [29]. The populations in the Floquet
bands η1,2=N1,2/[N1+N2] are obtained by counting the atoms
N1 and N2 in the respective Brillouin zones (Fig. 2). We note
that the experimental depletion rates Γ reflect the change in
the fractional population dη1/dt rather than a change in the
total atom number (as in Ref. [4, 5, 7]). This motivates the
normalization used in Eq. (1) in terms of Acell, instead of the
2D system size Asyst [12].
The spectroscopy drive couples the two Floquet bands and
leads to a depletion of the lower band, characterized by the
rate Γ. We start with an initial population fraction in the
lower band of η1(0) = 60− 75%, due to the compromise
between adiabaticity and Floquet heating during the prepa-
ration ramp [30]. Due to dephasing in the inhomogeneous
system, the population of the upper band can be described
as completely incoherent [29]; therefore, the excess popula-
tion of the lower band ∆η(t)=η1(t)−η2(t) decays to zero
with time t. We fit ∆η(t)/∆η(0) with an exponential decay
exp(−2Γ(Esp/Erefsp )2t), and we obtain the desired depletion
rate Γ at a spectroscopy amplitude of Erefsp =0.006Er/alat [12];
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FIG. 3. Chiral spectra of the Floquet bands. a, Exemplary deple-
tion of the lowest band as a function of (Esp/Erefsp )
2t for t=5ms and
Erefsp =0.006Er/alat. The system approaches an equal population of
the two bands. We fit an exponential decay exp(−2Γ(Esp/Erefsp )2t)
(solid line) and extract the depletion rate Γ at Erefsp in the linear re-
sponse regime (dashed line). The depletion rate is different for neg-
ative chirality (left) and positive chirality (right) of the probe. b,
c, Chiral depletion rates Γ± as a function of the spectroscopy fre-
quency in the C= 0 region (ωFl = 2pi · 7.47 kHz)(b) and the C= 1
region (ωFl=2pi ·6.57 kHz)(c). The spectra for shaking with positive
chirality (red closed circles) and negative chirality (blue open circles)
are markedly different, which signals circular dichroism. The lines
are a heuristic fit to a Lorentzian peak plus a 1/ωsp term. The differ-
ential rate 2∆Γ± is indicated by the difference of the two fits (grey
area). The y-error bars show the error from the fit to the exponential
decay. d, Depletion rates Γx,y resulting from linear shaking along
the x direction (closed light green circles) and y direction (open dark
green circles) in the C=1 region (ωFl =2pi · 6.45 kHz). The differ-
ence in the two rates only shows a very weak linear dichroism (grey
area).
see Fig. 3a. We choose a fixed duration for the rectangular
spectroscopy pulse of t=5ms, as a compromise between fre-
quency resolution and pulse duration, and we vary the spec-
troscopy amplitude Esp. In order to obtain a good signal to
noise ratio, we probe at driving amplitudes beyond linear re-
sponse. However, the procedure of fitting the exponential
decay allows one to obtain the slope in the linear response
regime, described by Fermi’s golden rule [4] (dashed line in
Fig. 3a).
The spectra Γ±(ωsp) resulting from the circular-driving
probe are shown in Fig. 3b, c. As expected, these spectra
strongly depend on the chirality of the spectroscopy drive.
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FIG. 4. Spectroscopic signals across the topological phase dia-
gram. a, Circular dichroism measured via ∆Γint± /Acell (closed ma-
genta circles) in units of (Esp/h¯)2 as a function of the Floquet fre-
quency. The signal is obtained by integrating the Lorentzian parts of
the fits to the differential rate spectra in Fig. 3. The error bars denote
the χ2 of the fit. The signal reaches 0.9(1), which is close to the pre-
dicted value of 1 (magenta line), in the center of the C=1 region. In
contrast, the linear dichroism ∆Γintxy /Acell (open green circles) is con-
stant and weak, in the range of 0.2(1). b, Linear spectroscopic signal
ΣΓintxy /Acell (open green circles) measured via the sum of spectra re-
sulting from linear shaking, as a function of the Floquet frequency.
The signal provides an estimation of the Wannier-spread functional.
The signal ΣΓintxy /Acell, as well as the initial population in the low-
est band η1(0) (closed magenta circles), show a change of behavior
across the topologically non-trivial region. The grey area (6.1 kHz -
6.8 kHz) marks the region with C = 1 as obtained from a numerical
calculation for the independently-determined lattice parameters.
Specifically, the overall signal is larger when the Floquet and
spectroscopy drives have opposite chirality (the Floquet drive
has negative chirality throughout the manuscript). These ab-
sorption spectra offer a unique characterization of our Floquet
band structure and signal the chiral (time-reversal-symmetry-
breaking) nature of the engineered Haldane model [21]. We
fit the spectra with a heuristic function, composed of a
Lorentzian peak and a 1/ωsp term, which captures an addi-
tional heating feature at low frequencies. We attribute this
heating to the initial jump in the lattice velocity upon switch-
ing on/off the spectroscopy pulse; it is independent of the
chirality of the spectroscopy drive and hence does not af-
fect the topological response. Introducing the differential rate
∆Γ± = (Γ+ − Γ−)/2, our data in Fig 3b, c can also be in-
terpreted as a measurement of the dissipative (i.e. imagi-
nary) part of the antisymmetric optical conductivity [4, 14],
σ xyI (ω)= h¯ω∆Γ±(ω)/4AcellE
2
sp. We note that the optical con-
ductivity of a neutral gas [31] was also recently measured in a
non-topological system [32].
The topological response in Eq. (1) becomes visible when
4evaluating the frequency-integrated differential rate ∆Γint± =∫
dωsp[Γ+(ωsp)−Γ−(ωsp)]/2; this integration is taken over
the Lorentzian part of the fit to the spectra. Fig. 4a shows
∆Γint± /Acell in units of (Esp/h¯)2 across the topological phase
transition (with Acell=2λ 2/3
√
3). As a central and fascinat-
ing result of these studies, the signal reaches the value 0.9(1),
very close to the predicted value of 1, in the center of the topo-
logical (C=1) region, while a value of 0.2(1) is found in the
trivial (C=0) regions. Our measurements thus constitute the
first experimental observation of quantized circular dichroism.
At the topological phase transitions, the signal is found to drop
smoothly from the quantized value; we attribute the absence
of a sharp jump to our inhomogeneous system and to Fourier
broadening of 200 Hz of our spectra [12]. Besides, the pre-
dicted detrimental effect of edge states [4] does not seem to
contribute to our dichroic signal, which we attribute to the
spatial separation of bulk and edge states in our harmonically-
trapped system, and to an attenuation of the edge-states signal
inherent to our band-mapping technique [12].
We also analyze linear dichroism, by measuring the de-
pletion rates associated with a linear shaking of the lattice
(Fig. 3d). In contrast with the circular dichroism discussed
above, the differential integrated rate ∆Γintxy =
∫
dωsp[Γy(ωsp)−
Γx(ωsp)]/2 remains approximately constant across the phase
transition (Fig. 4a), in the range 0.2(1). More importantly,
the sum of these integrated rates, ΣΓintxy =
∫
dωsp[Γx(ωsp)+
Γy(ωsp)]/2, gives access to the Wannier-spread functional
ΩI [6, 7], a fundamental geometric property of Bloch bands
that sets a lower bound on the quadratic spread of the under-
lying Wannier functions [note that this lower bound is only
relevant in the trivial (C=0) regime]. As shown in Ref. [7],
the gauge-invariant part of the Wannier-spread functional is
given by
ΩI = (h¯/Esp)2(1/2pi)ΣΓintxy . (2)
In Fig. 4b, we show the spectroscopic signal ΣΓintxy /Acell in
units of (Esp/h¯)2, which can be interpreted as a measurement
of ΩI in units of Acell/2pi [12]. As predicted [7], the signal
increases in size upon approaching the phase transitions from
the trivial regime. The value of ΩI ≈ Acell/2pi close to the
phase transition corresponds to a linear extension of the Wan-
nier function on the order of 300 nm. We note that our signal
is expected to exhibit peaks at the phase transitions [7]. How-
ever, these are found to be slightly displaced within the topo-
logical region. We point out that this data constitutes the first
experimental estimation of the Wannier-spread functional, a
geometric property rooted in the quantum metric tensor [6].
We also plot the initial population of the lower band η1(0),
which provides a measure for the adiabatic preparation of the
Floquet bands. The preparation with fixed ramp time is least
successful when targeting states located close to the topolog-
ical phase transitions, where the gap closing prohibits adia-
baticity. The behavior of the initial population η1(0) and of
the linear spectroscopic signal ΣΓintxy across the phase transi-
tion both offer complementary probes for the phase diagram
in Fig. 4.
Our measurements confirm the quantization of circular
dichroism in topological matter, and establish depletion-rate
measurements as a versatile probe for the geometric and topo-
logical properties of quantum systems. A fully momentum-
resolved spectroscopy would allow accessing the Berry cur-
vature [4] and quantum metric tensor [7] in ultracold atoms.
Besides, time-resolved chiral spectroscopy could be used to
reveal the out-of-equilibrium evolution of topological states
under a quench [33]. Finally, the quantized circular dichroism
revealed in this work could be generalized in view of prob-
ing the topological order of strongly-interacting systems, such
as the fractional nature of the Hall conductivity in fractional
Chern insulators [8].
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6SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Model for depletion rate with initial occupation
We derive the model used to describe the depletion rates,
which assumes that the population in the upper band can be
treated as incoherent. We write the rate equations for the de-
pletion of the respective bands as
η˙1 =−Γ(η1−η2)
η˙2 =−Γ(η2−η1).
(3)
The population difference ∆η = η1−η2 then obeys the rate
equation ∆η˙ =−2Γ ·∆η , which is solved by
∆η(t)
∆η(0)
= exp(−2Γt). (4)
Derivation of the forcing amplitude
The honeycomb lattice is formed by the interference of
three lattice beams with wave vectors k1 = klat(1,0), k2 =
klat(−1/2,
√
3/2) and k3 = klat(−1/2,−
√
3/2) with klat =
2pi/λ . The reciprocal lattice vectors are b1 = k1 − k2 and
b2 = k3 − k2 with length δk = |b1| =
√
3klat. The sublat-
tice offset ∆AB is realized by polarisation control of the lattice
beams. A tight binding fit to the measured band structure of
the two lowest bands of the static lattice yields the parame-
ters ∆AB = h ·6131 Hz, JAB = h ·564 Hz, JAA = h ·123 Hz and
JBB =−h ·6 Hz (with the definitions as in Ref. [23]).
The circular shaking is implemented via frequency modu-
lation of two of the three lattice beams as
δν2,3 = 2∆ν [±cos(ωt)+
√
3sin(ωt)],δν1 = 0, (5)
with the shaking amplitude ∆ν in units of frequency. The ve-
locity in y direction is given by
vy =
2pi(δν2−δν3)
δk
=
2pi4∆ν cos(ωt)
δk
(6)
and the corresponding force is
Fy =−mdvydt =
mλω4∆ν sin(ωt)√
3
≡ 2E sin(ωt). (7)
Comparing this expression for the y direction with the total
time-dependent Hamiltonian
Hˆ±(t) = Hˆ0+2E[cos(ωt)xˆ± sin(ωt)yˆ] (8)
as defined in Ref. [4], the forcing amplitude is given by
E =
mλω4∆ν
2
√
3
= 3malatω∆ν , (9)
with the nearest neighbor lattice spacing alat = 1√3
2
3λ =
410nm. In this work, we use forcing amplitudes for
the spectroscopy of Esp = 0.006Er/alat, 0.009Er/alat, and
0.012Er/alat. In order to keep the forcing amplitude Esp con-
stant when varying the spectroscopy frequency ωsp, we adjust
the shaking amplitude as ∆νsp ∝ 1/ωsp. For the linear spec-
troscopy shaking, we apply the amplitudes as
Hˆx(t) = Hˆ0+2
√
2E[cos(ωt)xˆ]. (10)
For the circular Floquet drive, we keep the shaking ampli-
tude constant at ∆νFl = 1kHz. In our range of Floquet fre-
quencies (5.5 kHz to 7.5 kHz), this corresponds to Floquet
forcing amplitudes in the range of EFl = 0.4...0.54Er/alat.
Therefore even the largest applied spectroscopy forcing am-
plitude is at least a factor of 30 smaller than the Floquet forc-
ing amplitudes.
Normalization of depletion rates
The honeycomb optical lattice forms an array of tubes,
which are harmonically confined in the transverse direc-
tion and contain around 100 atoms each. While for re-
alizing strongly-correlated phases, a transverse lattice can
be added, for studying single-particle physics with non-
interacting atoms, this geometry gives the best signal to noise.
In order to avoid relying on a precise calibration on the num-
ber of atoms per tube, we only consider the relative fractions
of atoms in the bands of the 2d lattice, thus integrating over
the third direction. Our depletion rates are then measured in
fractional occupation per second, rather than atoms per sec-
ond. This requires a normalization of the depletion rate with
the area of a unit cell Acell, rather than the area of the system
Asys as in the original derivation of Ref. [4]. We have followed
this new convention throughout the manuscript.
The Wannier-spread functional and its measurement
Understanding the spatial localization of Wannier states,
defined in a given Bloch band, has played a crucial role in
the systematic construction of maximally-localized Wannier
functions [6]. Importantly, the quadratic spread of Wannier
functions was found to be lower-bounded by a quantity,
〈r2〉−〈r〉2 ≥ΩI, (11)
where ΩI is the gauge-invariant part of the so-called Wannier-
spread functional. The latter quantity is deeply connected to
the quantum geometry of Bloch states defined in a given band,
and it can be simply expressed in terms of their related quan-
tum metric tensor:
ΩI =
Acell
(2pi)2
∫
FBZ
dkTrg(k) =
1
Ncell
∑
k
Trg(k), (12)
where Acell is the area of the unit cell, Ncell denotes the num-
ber of unit cells in the system, FBZ denotes the first Brillouin
7zone, and where Trg(k) denotes the trace of the quantum met-
ric tensor; the relation in Eq. (12) is given for a 2D system.
In Ref. [7], it was suggested that measuring the excitation
rates of a quantum system under a periodic drive could be
used as a probe of the quantum metric tensor. Considering
the linear spectroscopy and integrated rates introduced in the
main text, and using the results of Ref. [7], one obtains the
relation
ΣΓintxy = (Γ
int
x +Γ
int
y )/2 = 2pi
(
Esp
h¯
)2 1
Ncell
∑
k
Trg(k), (13)
where g is the quantum metric associated with the eigenstates
in the lowest Bloch band. Here, we point out that the experi-
mental depletion rates entering Eq. (13) reflect the change in
the fractional population dη1/dt rather than a change in the
total atom number [7], which explains the presence of the fac-
tor 1/Ncell in Eq. (13); see also Section “Normalization of de-
pletion rates" in this Supplementary Material. Note that the
formula above uses two conventions that differ from Ref. [7],
but which cancel out: a factor of two in the definition of ΣΓintxy
and a factor of
√
2 in the definition of Esp. Combining Eq. (13)
with Eq. (12) yields the result given in the main text [Eq. (2)],
ΩI =
1
2pi
(
h¯
Esp
)2
ΣΓintxy , (14)
which relates the sum of integrated rates associated with linear
drives of different directions to the (gauge-invariant part of
the) Wannier-spread functional. We remind that the relation
between ΩI and the localization of Wannier functions is only
meaningful in the trivial (C = 0) regime [34].
Data of chiral spectra and numerical simulation
In Fig. 5 we present the chiral spectra for all Floquet fre-
quencies, which are used to obtain the dichroism shown in
Fig. 4. For comparison, we show numerically obtained spec-
tra for the same parameters in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, we show the
spectra for linear shaking for all Floquet frequencies along
with the numerical predictions in Fig. 8. The experimen-
tal spectra show the depletion rates at the reference ampli-
tude Erefsp = 0.006Er/alat. The numerical simulations use a
full simulation of the Floquet system (see Supplementary of
Ref. [23]), but do not include the effects of the Fourier width,
initial population or external trap.
Momentum dependence of the matrix elements
The coupling strength of the chiral perturbation between
the two Floquet bands is given by the corresponding matrix
element. Fig. 9 shows these momentum-resolved matrix ele-
ments for both chiralities of the perturbation and for differ-
ent Floquet frequencies corresponding to C = 0 and C = 1
regions. The coupling is very different for the two chirali-
ties, which is - in combination with the band separation and
the density of states - at the origin of the circular dichroism.
The plots also explain why the depletion spectrum for positive
chirality has its weight at higher frequencies than the spectrum
for negative chirality for both large and small Floquet frequen-
cies. For red-detuned Floquet frequencies, positive chirality
couples most strongly at the Γ point, which corresponds here
to large band gaps. In contrast, for blue-detuned Floquet fre-
quencies it couples most strongly at the K point, which corre-
sponds to the large band gaps in this regime. The Dirac points
at the Γ and K point are most relevant for this discussion due to
the large density of states at these band extrema. These obser-
vations can be related to the phenomenon of valley-selective
coupling of circular polarized light in graphene [35].
Discussion of systematic effects
An effect that might reduce the dichroism signal is the edge-
state contribution, which is expected to completely compen-
sate the bulk response in the ideal system [4]. This effect
would lead to a dichroism of opposite sign at small spec-
troscopy frequencies, which couple to the edge states. We
do not observe such a signal in our frequency-resolved mea-
surements and instead measure the full quantized value for the
frequency-integrated differential rate. It seems that edge states
do not play an important role for the spectroscopy in our har-
monically trapped system. We attribute this to the reduced
overlap between the bulk and edge states in the harmonic
trap [36, 37], and to an attenuation of the edge-states signal
inherent to our band-mapping technique (the edge-states pop-
ulation being most probably redistributed among both Bloch
bands). This is also consistent with the quantized Hall drift
observed in harmonically-trapped bosonic gases [29].
The inhomogeneous system and the dynamics induced by
the external trap (about 70 Hz) washes out the momentum-
dependence of the excitations [38] (see Fig. 2c). Therefore a
momentum-resolved evaluation of the data, which would also
reveal the Berry curvature, is not possible.
We fit the chiral spectra in Fig. 3 with a heuristic function
composed of a Lorentzian peak and a 1/ωsp term. The heuris-
tic fit function is motivated by the dominant role of Fourier
broadening. The 1/ωsp term captures an additional heating
feature at low frequencies, which we attribute to the initial
jump in the lattice velocity at the switch-on/off of the spec-
troscopy pulse. This jump necessarily appears in a realiza-
tion of the circular driving with zero mean velocity and hence
zero mean displacement of the lattice after one spectroscopy
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FIG. 5. Experimental spectra for circular shaking. Depletion rates for probing with positive chirality (red) and negative chirality (blue).
The number in the subfigures states the Floquet frequency ωFl/2pi .
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FIG. 6. Numerical spectra for circular shaking. Depletion rates for probing with positive chirality (red) and negative chirality (blue). The
number in the subfigures states the Floquet frequency ωFl/2pi .
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FIG. 7. Experimental spectra for linear shaking. Depletion rates for probing along the x direction (dark green) and the y direction (light
green). The number in the subfigures states the Floquet frequency ωFl/2pi .
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FIG. 9. Numerical matrix elements of the drive between the two
Floquet bands. The matrix elements are evaluated for positive chi-
rality (left) and negative chirality (right) of the perturbation. The
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period. For linear spectroscopy shaking, we choose the ini-
tial shaking phase to avoid the jump. The jump in velocity
scales as 1/ωsp and is therefore most pronounced at small
spectroscopy frequencies of 100 Hz. The initial jump leads
to an additional velocity of the atoms in the lattice, which in
principle can be sensitive to the dependence of the Floquet
eigenstates on quasimomentum. The coefficient of the 1/ωsp
term is indeed larger in the non-trivial region, but within sta-
tistical errors always equal for the two chiralities.
To obtain the frequency-integrated differential depletion
rates, we determine the area under the fits in order to reduce
experimental noise. We only use the Lorentzian part of the fit
in order to remove the contribution of the 1/ωsp term. As this
heating feature is not part of the topological response and in-
dependent of the chirality of the spectroscopy drive, it cancels
when calculating the differential rate.
Spectroscopy of a Floquet system:
Time-scale separation and micro-motion
In our experiment, we probe the properties of a Floquet-
engineered system through a spectroscopic measurement. In
this setting, the total system contains two types of time-
dependent features: (a) the Floquet drive (‘Fl’) used to en-
gineer a band structure of interest, and (b) the time-dependent
perturbation (‘sp’) that is used as a spectroscopic probe. It is
the aim of this theory Section to explore the interplay between
these two crucial features of our experimental setting. In the
following, we set h¯=1 unless otherwise stated.
Basics of Floquet engineering Floquet engineering con-
sists in modifying the properties of a system by subjecting
it to a time-periodic drive [25, 39, 40]. The corresponding
Hamiltonian can thus be written in the general form
Hˆ(t) = Hˆ0+VˆFl(t), VˆFl(t+TFl) = VˆFl(t), (15)
where Hˆ0 is a static Hamiltonian, and where TFl =2pi/ωFl is
the period of the drive. Since the system is time-periodic,
its stroboscopic dynamics – probed at times multiple of the
period T – can be generated by the time-evolution operator
over a single period Uˆ(T ). Specifically, the state of the sys-
tem at time tN =NT is obtained as |ψ(tN)〉= [Uˆ(T )]N |ψ(0)〉,
where |ψ(0)〉 denotes the initial state at time t = 0. When
writing the time-evolution operator in the appealing form
Uˆ(T )=exp(−iT Hˆeff), one can write the time-evolved state as
|ψ(tN)〉= exp(−itNHˆeff)|ψ(0)〉, which indicates that the sys-
tem evolves as if it was described by a time-independent ef-
fective Hamiltonian Hˆeff. In general, the latter is a compli-
cated operator, which stems from a rich interplay between the
static Hamiltonian Hˆ0 and the drive VˆFl(t), and it can be ex-
plicitly computed using the methods of Refs. [40–43]. Impor-
tantly, the discussion above builds on a stroboscopic-evolution
picture, and in this sense, it disregards the effects of micro-
motion (i.e. the evolution at intermediate times tN 6= NT ).
These micro-motion effects can also be systematically stud-
ied, using the formalism of Refs. [40, 41].
The simplified picture and the hierarchy of scales In the
experiment, we are interested in probing the properties of
an effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff, which results from a Floquet-
engineering protocol, as explained above. In analogy with
the spectroscopy of static systems, we act on the Floquet-
engineered system with an extra time-dependent perturbation,
so that the corresponding (total) Hamiltonian can be loosely
written as
Hˆtot(t)= Hˆeff+Vˆsp(t), Vˆsp(t+Tsp) = Vˆsp(t), (16)
where Vˆsp(t) describes the effects of the spectroscopic probe,
and where we assumed that the Floquet-engineered system
can be treated as a static system captured by the effective
Hamiltonian Hˆeff. Importantly, the latter simplification should
be treated with care, as we will investigate in more detail be-
low. Intuitively, this approach should hold whenever the sys-
tem presents a clear separation of time-scales: Introducing the
bandwidth of the effective spectrum, Weff, one typically has
the hierarchy of scales,
ωsp <∼Weff ωFl, (17)
where ωsp = 2pi/Tsp denotes the probe frequency. Indeed,
Floquet-engineering typically operates in the so-called “high-
frequency regime", where h¯ωFl→∞ sets the largest energy
scale in the problem [25, 40]. When the hierarchy in Eq. (17)
is satisfied, one expects the micro-motion effects to be irrele-
vant, which justifies the simplification introduced in Eq. (16).
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Probing Floquet systems: A numerical study It is the aim
of this Section to analyze the validity of this probing approach,
by studying the full time-dependent Hamiltonian, i.e. the to-
tal Hamiltonian that explicitly contains the two types of time-
dependent features, namely,
Hˆtot(t) = Hˆ0+VˆFl(t)+Vˆsp(t), (18)
where both the Floquet drive and the probe are explicitly writ-
ten, i.e. without applying the aforementioned simplification
[Eq. (16)]. In our experiment, Hˆ0 describes the motion of a
particle in a 2D honeycomb lattice with large energy offsets
between neighboring sites, while both VˆFl(t) and Vˆsp(t) de-
scribe the effects of circular shaking; we note that the corre-
sponding frequencies ωsp and ωFl indeed satisfy the hierarchy
in Eq. (17); see main text. In our setting, the effective Hamil-
tonian Hˆeff is reminiscent of the Haldane model [21], i.e. a
two-band lattice model displaying Bloch bands with non-zero
Chern numbers. The corresponding Hamiltonian can thus be
written in the momentum representation as
Hˆeff(q) = dx(q)σˆx+dy(q)σˆy+dz(q)σˆz, (19)
where q denotes the quasi-momentum and σˆx,y,z are the Pauli
matrices reflecting the pseudo-spin structure associated with
the honeycomb lattice. Following the proposal in Ref. [4], the
Chern number of the lowest band ε−(q)=−(d2x +d2y +d2z )1/2,
can be probed by subjecting the Haldane model to a circular
drive and by measurement the resulting excitation rates (see
also the main text); this circular perturbation corresponds to
the spectroscopic probe Vˆsp(t) in Eq. (18).
When treated in a proper frame [4], the circular drives
[VˆFl(t) and Vˆsp(t)] enter the Hamiltonian in Eq. (18) as a uni-
form time-dependent gauge potential that affects the hopping
terms in Hˆ0; hence, these time-dependent features do not af-
fect the translational symmetry of the problem. Consequently,
the total Hamiltonian in Eq. (18) still decouples in terms of the
quasi-momenta, which results in a set of driven two-level sys-
tems (one for each quasi-momentum q):
Hˆtot(q; t) = ε(q)1ˆ+dx(q; t)σˆx+dy(q; t)σˆy+dz(q)σˆz. (20)
In order to explore the interplay between the different types
of time-modulations [VˆFl(t) and Vˆsp(t)], we now consider a
similar but simpler model: a time-modulated two-level system
described by the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ(t) = Hˆ0+VˆFl(t)+Vˆsp(t), (21)
Hˆ0 = ∆|1〉〈1|+ J (|0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0|) ,
VˆFl(t) = KFl cos(∆t)|0〉〈0|, Vˆsp(t) = 4Ksp cos(ωspt)|0〉〈0|,
which is indeed a direct analog of our experimental shaken
optical lattice: the two levels (or ‘sites’) are separated by a
large offset ∆ J, and the effective coupling is reintroduced
by the resonant time-modulation VˆFl(t), i.e. ωFl =∆. In the
absence of the probe (Ksp=0), the dynamics is well described
by the effective Hamiltonian [41]
Hˆeff = JJ1(KFl/∆)(|0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0|)+O(1/∆), (22)
where J1 is a Bessel function of first kind; this is the basic
mechanism for photon-assisted tunneling [25]. The pertur-
bation Vˆsp(t) is then introduced to probe the effective system
characterized by Hˆeff. Importantly, we note that the operators
associated with both the Floquet-drive and the probe commute
with each other, [VˆFl,Vˆsp] = 0, which is also the case in our
experiment (since both effects are generated by circular shak-
ing); this aspect will be further discussed at the end of this
Section.
Let us assume for now that the system can be simplified in
the ‘ideal’ (or naive) form in Eq. (16), namely, let us assume
that the Floquet-engineered system can indeed be treated as a
static (effective) Hamiltonian, as given in Eq. (22). For con-
venience, we now introduce the eigenstates of the effective
(Floquet) Hamiltonian:
|+〉= (1/
√
2)(|0〉+ |1〉) , |−〉= (1/
√
2)(|0〉− |1〉) ,
which will be referred to as “dressed states" in the following.
Their energies are ε±=±JJ1(KFl/∆), according to Eq. (22).
In this “dressed-state" basis, the ideal Hamiltonian in Eq. (16)
now explicitly reads
Hˆtot(t) = JJ1(KFl/∆)σˆz+2Ksp cos(ωspt)
(
σˆx+ 1ˆ
)
. (23)
From this, one may propose the following probing protocol:
setting the probe frequency on resonance ωs=2JJ1(KFl/∆),
and assuming that the lowest-energy dressed-state is initially
occupied |〈−|ψ(t = 0)〉|2 = 1, should result in perfect Rabi
oscillations between the two dressed states. Furthermore, ex-
tracting the excitation rate Γ at short times (t 1/Ksp), and
integrating over the probe frequency should verify the rela-
tion [4, 5]∫ ∞
0
Γ(ωsp)dωsp ≈ 2pi|〈+|Vˆ+sp |−〉|2 = 2piK2sp, (24)
where Vˆ+sp is defined through Vˆsp(t) = Vˆ
+
sp e
−iωspt + Vˆ−sp eiωspt .
We remind that this relation (24) between the integrated ex-
citation rate and the coupling matrix element |〈+|Vˆ+sp |−〉|2 is
at the core of the quantized dichroism effect revealed in the
experiment; see Ref. [4, 5] for details.
We now numerically explore this protocol, to test the valid-
ity of this spectroscopic approach. For practical reasons, we
study this scenario in a different frame, as generated by the
unitary operator [41]
Rˆ(t) = exp [i∆t|1〉〈1|+ i(KFl/∆)sin(∆t)|0〉〈0|] . (25)
In this frame, the total Hamiltonian in Eq. (21) now reads
H (t) = RˆHˆ(t)Rˆ†− iRˆ∂t Rˆ†
= J|0〉〈1|exp [i(KFl/∆)sin(∆t)− i∆t]+h.c.
+4Ksp cos(ωspt)|0〉〈0|. (26)
This is the Hamiltonian that we implement numerically in our
time-evolution simulations discussed below. One should note
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that this Hamiltonian includes all the time-dependences of our
problem (i.e. there are no approximation at this level).
Before presenting the numerics, let us discuss the differ-
ent energy scales. In the following, we set J = 1 to be our
unit of energy, and we also set KFl/∆= 2 such that ωsp =
2JJ1(KFl/∆)≈1. In this situation, a good separation of en-
ergy scales is obtained for ∆1: the Floquet and probe fre-
quencies satisfy ωFlωsp. Hence, deviations from the ideal
situation [Eq. (16)] are expected for ∆ ∼ 1. In the following,
we also set the perturbation strength Ksp = 0.01J in order to
have relatively long Rabi periods.
We show in Fig. 10 the excited fraction Nex(t), i.e. the occu-
pation in the high-energy dressed state, for various values of
∆. Here, the dressed states |+,−〉 are obtained as the eigen-
states of the exact effective Hamiltonian (evaluated numeri-
cally), and the probe frequency ωsp is adjusted so as to match
the energy difference between them (this allows one to avoid
any residual detuning effect). As shown in Fig. 10(a), the ex-
cited fraction depicts a perfect Rabi oscillation in the case of
a large time-scale separation (∆= 100J). As ∆ is reduced,
one observes a clear manifestation of the micro-motion ef-
fects [Fig. 10(b)-(c)]. In the absence of time-scale separation
[Fig. 10(d)], the Rabi oscillation is barely recognizable. Next,
we calculate the spectrum Nex(ωsp), for a fixed probing time
tobs that is small compared to the Rabi period, i.e. tobs1/Ksp.
In order to highlight the effects of micro-motion, we compare
the spectra obtained for stroboscopic and non-stroboscopic
times (with respect to the Floquet period TFl). The spectra
shown in Fig. 11(a) for ∆=100J reveal the well-know sinc-
squared function associated with the Rabi formula [44], and
the micro-motion effect is essentially invisible. This is no
longer the case for the smaller value ∆=10J, where the spec-
tra obtained for stroboscopic and non-stroboscopic times are
found to slightly differ. Finally, we test the relation in Eq. (24)
by measuring the quantity
N= (1/2piK2sp)
∫ ω¯cut
ωcut
Γ(ωsp)dωsp, (27)
where the rate is obtained as Γ(ωsp) = Nex(ωsp)/tobs, and
where we set the cut-offs at ωcut =0.5J and ω¯cut =2.5J; see
Fig. 11. From the spectra in Fig. 11, we obtain
∆= 100J : N= 0.96 for tstrobobs , N= 0.93 for t
non-strob
obs ,
∆= 10J : N= 0.95 for tstrobobs , N= 1.13 for t
non-strob
obs ,
where tstrobobs and t
non-strob
obs refer to the stroboscopic and non-
stroboscopic observation times. This shows that for ∆= 10J,
an error of about 10% can be attributed to the micro-motion;
we note that this error can be reduced by optimizing the cut-
offs.
Effect of time modulations with non-commuting operators
In the previous subsection, we considered the case where the
Floquet drive VˆFl(t) and the probe Vˆsp(t) commute with each
other, which is also the case in the experiment described in the
main text (where both drives correspond to a circular shake of
the lattice). In this paragraph, we briefly discuss a subtlety
that arises when treating a more generic situation where the
two drives do not commute.
To do so, we now modify the driven two-level system
in Eq. (21) in a minimal manner by considering the time-
dependent Hamiltonian
Hˆ(t) = Hˆ0+VˆFl(t)+ Vˆsp(t), (28)
Hˆ0 = ∆|1〉〈1|+ J (|0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0|) ,
VˆFl(t) = KFl cos(∆t)|0〉〈0|,
Vˆsp(t) = 2Ksp cos(ωSt)(−i|0〉〈1|+ i|1〉〈0|).
In contrast with the probe operator Vˆsp(t) in Eq. (21), the two
drives entering the problem no longer commute with each
other: [VˆFl, Vˆsp] 6=0.
If one naively follows the simplified approach [Eq. (16)],
one recovers the analogue of Eq. (23),
Hˆtot(t) = JJ1(KFl/∆)σˆz−2Ksp cos(ωspt)σˆy, (29)
where we simply added the new probe Vˆsp(t) on top of the
effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff in Eq. (22), both expressed in the
dressed-state basis. The expression in Eq. (29) justifies the
choice of the new perturbation Vˆsp(t) in Eq. (28): Similarly
to Vˆsp(t) in Eq. (21), the probe Vˆsp(t) is predicted to generate
Rabi oscillations between the two dressed states upon setting
the probe frequency ωsp on resonance.
However, the above observation is not complete. Indeed,
more care is required in this non-commutative context, as we
now explain. As in the previous subsection, let us consider
the frame transformation generated by the operator Rˆ(t) in
Eq. (25), and let us write the full time-dependent Hamilto-
nian (28) in this new frame,
Hˆ (t) = RˆHˆ(t)Rˆ†− iRˆ∂t Rˆ† (30)
= J|0〉〈1|exp [i(KFl/∆)sin(∆t)− i∆t]+h.c.
−2iKsp cos(ωspt)|0〉〈1|exp [i(KFl/∆)sin(∆t)− i∆t]+h.c.
In the presence of time-scale separation TspTFl, one can ap-
proximate the problem by performing a time-average of the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (30) over a period TFl, while maintain-
ing the time-dependence of the slow function cos(ωspt). This
more rigorous approach yields the effective time-dependent
Hamiltonian
Hˆtot(t) =J1(KFl/∆)
{
Jσˆz−2Ksp cos(ωspt)σˆy
}
, (31)
which is similar to the more ‘naive’ Hamiltonian in Eq. (29),
except that the coupling matrix elements are now renormal-
ized by the Bessel function: Ksp→J1(KFl/∆)Ksp. Conse-
quently, the Rabi frequency characterizing the resulting Rabi
oscillations is reduced by a factor J1(KFl/∆), with respect
to the case of the commutating probe Vˆsp. This observation
is subtle, but crucial, whenever one probes a system with
a non-commutating probe operator in view of extracting the
coupling matrix elements entering Eq. (24), e.g. to extract the
Chern number [4, 5].
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(a) ∆= 100J (b) ∆= 10J (c) ∆= 3J (d) ∆= 2J
FIG. 10. Excited fraction Nex(t), i.e. the occupation in the high-energy dressed state over time, for various values of the initial detuning:
∆=100J, ∆=10J, ∆=3J and ∆=2J. The thin red dotted line shows the perfect Rabi oscillation, as predicted by the simplified approach
[Eq. (16)], i.e. neglecting the micro-motion effects. The time-evolution shown by the blue curves is numerically generated from the full
time-dependent Hamiltonians in Eqs. (26). The parameters are: KFl=2∆, Ksp=0.01J and the probe frequency ωsp is adjusted so as to match
the energy difference between the eigenstates of the exact effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff (as evaluated numerically). Time is expressed in units of
the Rabi period: TR=pi/Ksp.
(a) ∆= 100J (b) ∆= 10J
FIG. 11. Excited fraction Nex(ωsp) as a function of the probe fre-
quency for ∆=100J and ∆=10J. The spectra are obtained for stro-
boscopic (blue curve) and non-stroboscopic (red curves) observation
times with respect to the Floquet period TFl. These times are cho-
sen to be small compared to the Rabi period: tstrobobs = 0.062TR and
tnon-strobobs =0.0637TR. Note that t
strob
obs =0.062TR corresponds to 31TFl
(for ∆=10) and 310TFl (for ∆=100).
We validate this result in Fig. 12, where we plot the ana-
logue of Fig. 10 now for the non-commutating probe Vˆsp.
Here, one clearly visualizes a striking elongation of the Rabi
period TR corresponding to the factor 1/J1(KFl/∆)≈1.73, as
predicted above. Besides, we note that the micro-motion ef-
fects that appear as one decreases the value of ∆ are slightly
enhanced as compared to the commutative case [Fig. 10].
Most importantly, this renormalization of the Rabi frequency
strongly modifies the integrated rate relation in Eq. (24). To
see this, we now calculate the following quantity
Nrenorm = [1/2pi(J1(KFl/∆)Ksp)2]
∫ ω¯cut
ωcut
Γ(ωsp)dωsp, (32)
which differs from the marker in Eq. (27) in that Nrenorm ex-
plicitly takes into account the renormalized Rabi frequency,
i.e. Ksp→J1(KFl/∆)Ksp. From our numerical simulations,
we obtain Nrenorm=1.02 for ∆=100J and Nrenorm=1.20 for
∆=10J (using the same parameters as above). This numeri-
cal analysis illustrates how probing Floquet systems should be
treated with care, when using spectroscopic probes that do not
commute with the Floquet drive. We point out that while these
effects do not affect the experiment discussed in the main text
(where both drives commute with each other), we anticipate
that they might play a role in other Floquet-based experimen-
tal settings.
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(a) ∆= 100J (b) ∆= 10J (c) ∆= 3J (d) ∆= 2J
FIG. 12. Excited fraction Nex(t), i.e. the occupation in the high-energy dressed state over time, using the non-commutating probe VˆSp(t) in
Eq. (28), and for various values of the initial detuning: ∆=100J, ∆=10J, ∆=3J and ∆=2J. The thin red dotted line shows the Rabi oscillation,
as predicted by the over-simplified approach [Eq. (29)], i.e. neglecting the non-commutativity effects. The time-evolution shown by the blue
curves is numerically generated from the full time-dependent Hamiltonians in Eq. (30), respectively. The parameters are: KFl=2∆, Ksp=0.01J
and the probe frequency ωsp is adjusted so as to match the energy difference between the eigenstates of the exact effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff
(as evaluated numerically). Time is expressed in units of the (naive) Rabi period: TR=pi/Ksp.
